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Welcome to MIAM’s second online colloquium! This event is a way for us to gather together as a 
community and share work that we created during this past semester of quarantine. All sessions 
will take place over Zoom and are open to MIAM faculty and students. One faculty moderator will 
host each Zoom session and be in charge of managing the time for the session and coordinating 
the discussion along with the other faculty respondents. Please use Zoom links provided below 
for each day and join a few minutes before the specified start time. Presenters should be 
prepared to share their work from their own computer connections. Audience members, please 
remember to join or leave the sessions respectfully and mute your microphones when presentations 
are in progress. Please signal to the moderator or send a chat message in order to ask a question 
during the discussion. We appreciate your patience as we deal with the inevitable technical issues 
that may arise during this online event.  
 
MIAM Colloquium Fall 2020 - Day 1  
Time: Feb 4, 2021 09:45 – 16:30 Istanbul  
Join Zoom Meeting  
 
MIAM Colloquium Fall 2020 - Day 2  
Time: Feb 5, 2021 10:00 – 16:00 Istanbul  
Join Zoom Meeting  
 

PROGRAM 
 
Thursday, February 4th 
 
ZOOM SESSION- DAY 1 (click here to join) 
 
9:50    Presenters and respondents for the first session, please log in. 
 
10:00  Yelda Özgen Öztürk- Opening Remarks 
 
10:15 -11:30  
 
Onur Yıldız 
 Values, Identifications, and Networks: On the question of Cultural Production in   
 Eurogenetic Music Communities in Turkey 
 
Ezgi Su Örün 
 Constructing Turkish Terminology for Musical Timbre 

www.tiny.cc/miam4subat
www.tiny.cc/miam4subat
www.tiny.cc/miam5subat


 
 
 
Ebru Avcı 

Observation and Evaluation of High School Music Lessons Organized Online During the 
2020/2021 Pandemic Period 

 
Deniz Can Barış  
 The Role of Musical Texture on Building and Releasing Musical Tension 
 
Respondents:  
 Jane Ellen Harrison (Moderator) 
 Can Karadoğan 
 Eray Altınbüken  
 
11:30-12:00    Break 
 
11:50     Presenters and respondents for the next session, please log in. 
 
12:00-12:30    Concert 
   
ORCHESTRATION IN SPACE 
 
Vida                             Miray Eslek 
  
Sweet Dreams            İrem Arslan  
            "Now the world has gone to bed…" 
  
Lullaby                        Abdil Ozan Demir   
  
Space                          Seren Topaloglu  
  
Backwards                  Ezgi Su Örün  
            "Backwards in time" 
  
The Great Answer      Metehan Köktürk 
             "Forty-Two ??" 
  
Infrared in Two Parts. Improvisation and Structured Amy Salsgiver 
            "I can see by infrared!"  
  
Spaced out                 Gabriel Meidinger 
  



Performers: 
İrem Arslan (vocals) 
Abdil Ozan Demir (Kaval) 
Amy Salsgiver (percussion + xylophone) 
Seren Topaloglu (triangle + finger snaps) 
Miray Eslek (clarinet)  
Gabriel Meidinger (violin) 
Ezgi Su Örün (synthesizer, vocals) 
Metehan Köktürk (piano, synthesizer, electric guitar) 

  
Engineers: 

Metehan Köktürk 
Abdil Ozan Demir 
Ezgi Su Örün 

 
Respondents:  

Jerfi Aji (Moderator) 
Yelda Özgen Öztürk 

 
 
12:30-13:30 Lunch Break 
 
13:20     Presenters and respondents for the next session, please log in. 
 
13:30- 14:45        
 
Can Mürtezaoğlu  

An Overview of the Current Applications of 3D Sound Design, an Outlook Regarding 
Potential Future Business and Research Areas 

 
Onur Dağdeviren 
 Efficiency in Digital Instrument Mapping: Metaphors 
 
Yavuz Buruk 
 Prediction of Semantic Audio Descriptors with Spectral and User 
 Parameters Using Neural Networks 
 
Can Bora Genç 
 The Roots of Russian Electronic Music and Russian Sound Art in the 1920’s 
 
Respondents: 

Paul Whitehead (Moderator) 
Gökhan Deneç  
Manolis Ekmektsoglou  



14:45-15:15 Break 

15:00  Presenters and respondents for the next session, please log in. 

15:15- 16:15 

Ceyda Atay 
The Role of Small Live Music Venues in the Music Industry: The Current Situation in 
Turkey 

Su Odabaş 
Istanbul's Underground Electronic Music Scene During the Covid-19 Pandemic 

Gizem Nur Copçuoğlu 
Live Enough?: Online Musicking and Digital Liveness During the Pandemic 

Respondents: 
Robert O. Beahrs (Moderator) 
Yelda Özgen Öztürk 
Hakan Kurşun 

Friday, February 5th 

ZOOM SESSION- DAY 2 (click here to join) 

10:00         Presenters and respondents for the next session, please log in. 

10:15-11:45       

Ruşen Can Acet, Suna Başlantı, Robert O. Beahrs, Salih Demirtaş, Görkem Özdemir, Amy 
Salsgiver, Sena Karahan (Mimar Sinan Fine Arts University), Onur Yıldız 

Sonic Ecologies of Istanbul: A Pandemic Praxiography 
I. Sensing 
II. Running
III. Hearing-as
IV. Historical Resonance
V. Acoustic Palimpsest 
VI. Birthing Voice
VII. Sonic Politics
VIII. Witnessing

www.tiny.cc/miam5subat


Respondents: 
E. Şirin Özgün (Moderator) 
Jane Ellen Harrison 
Cevdet Erek 

12:00-13:15 Lunch Break 

13:00     Presenters and respondents for the next session, please log in. 

13:15-14:30 

Neval Tarım 
SPATIO: An Electroacoustic Composition Model for Spatial Narration and Navigation 

Can Bora Genç 
Spectral Analysis of ‘Tabou’ by Michelle Bokanowski 

Fulya Uçanok 
Towards a Response-able and Intra-active Poietic Practice in search of Multivalent Musical 
Spaces 

Serkan Sevilgen 
Real-Time Computer Music with Human Performers 

Respondents: 
Manolis Ekmektsoglou (Moderator) 
Konstantinos Vasilakos 
Cevdet Erek 

14:30-15:00    Break 

14:45  Presenters and respondents for the next session, please log in. 

15:00-16:00 

Fulden Arısan 
Modified Cars, Enhanced Audio Systems and Masculine Desire for Vibration 

Duygu Mühürdar 
Reflections of Music Censorship on Turkish Rap Musicians 

Suna Başlantı 
Recent Studies in Archaeoacustics: Ritual, Space and Sound in the Ancient World 

Respondents: 
Jeremy Woodruff (Moderator)
Robert O. Beahrs 
Paul Whitehead  



 

ABSTRACTS 

 

 

 

Values, Identifications, and Networks: On the question of Cultural Production in 

Eurogenetic Music Communities in Turkey 

Onur Yıldız 

 

How musicians engage with their practices is not separate from socio-political conjunctures. So 

far, many researchers have discussed how Turkey’s historical trajectory impacted Turkish music 

communities since the early Republican era. Political models such as Secularism, Westernization, 

Modernization, and Universalism were discussed by scholars to understand how ideologies could 

be effective in the construction, stratification, and segregation among Eurogenetic music 

communities in Turkey. In order to examine the multidimensional cause and effect relationship in 

Turkey’s historical trajectory, commonalities in belief systems, values, and identifications have 

been analyzed in the light of socio-political models. Bourdieu’s habitus and field concepts have 

also been useful to analyze how macro-level changes impact individual tastes and social networks.  

However, there has been little work done on how individual experiences reflect on the construction 

of music communities. This paper aims to remedy this gap by contextualizing the historical causes 

that lie behind ideological identifications with the value systems of contemporary music 

communities through case-by-case analyses. In this paper, the factors that bring music 

communities together are discussed in the light of the aforementioned socio-political models and 

Bourdieu’s perspectives on cultural production. For that purpose, several musicians from MIAM 

community have been interviewed. Their artistic experiences have been brought under the light in 

an attempt to understand their value systems as well as the impact of institutions and social 

networks in their lives. 

 

Constructing Turkish Terminology for Musical Timbre 

Ezgi Su Örün 

 

Describing sound is a daily act for musicians, composers, sound engineers and designers. Although 

we have structured systems to talk about pitch (or frequency) and loudness, our descriptions of 

timbre, one of the primary attributes of every sound, remain highly abstract. It is quite common to 

hear a sound being described in such terms as warm, smooth or brilliant. What those terms actually 

refer to and whether the descriptions have obtained a common percept among music practitioners 

is quite ambiguous. On the other hand, there seems to be a connection to be explored in the way 



we attribute these terms to different sound timbres. Previous research on this topic demonstrates 

the existence of a relationship between the acoustic properties of sound and its psychoacoustic and 

semantic representations. This kind of a connection has not been studied or addressed to in the 

Turkish language so far. Therefore, finding out the way Turkish sound practitioners define timbral 

qualities may be valuable in terms of revealing some cultural aspects regarding our perception of 

sound quality. More importantly, it is essential to our effective communication in our practices. 

On the other hand, timbral features and their verbal representations does not seem to have an 

unequivocal relationship and drawing firm conclusions is usually difficult due to the complex, 

multidimensional nature of timbre. With this in mind, the design of such a study would have crucial 

effect on the credibility of its results. What I wish to do with this study is to achieve an affective 

methodology that can provide a useful and dependable outcome. By doing so, I will be exploring 

the possibility of constructing a terminology for timbre in the Turkish language that can serve as 

a practical tool for our musical practices.  

 

 

The Role of Musical Texture on Building and Releasing Musical Tension 

Deniz Can Barış 

 

The overall sound quality of a musical piece is often determined by texture; which is described as 

a combination of how rhythm, tempo, melodic and harmonic materials are put together in a musical 

composition. The interaction of layers of sound within a piece of music is also attributed to texture. 

With different developing perspectives in acoustic compositions like spectralism, orchestral sound 

synthesis, timbral approaches, creating structures based on composing moving sound masses; 

textural design starts to come into prominence in the general flow of music. Hence, it’s also 

possible to say that it brings new methods to the way of creating musical tension in musical context. 

This presentation aims to shows my approach to compositions in relation to the usage of musical 

texture as a tool on building tension and relaxation in music. The following is my analysis of 

specific movements I picked from two excerpts of the pieces from spectral composers Gerard 

Grisey and Iannis Xenakis. In these sections, my methods will be to analyze the musical parameters 

and timbral approaches and also to examine the effect of instruments used on the texture and the 

tension and release of the piece.  

 

CONCERT- Orchestration in Space 

İrem Arslan, Abdil Ozan Demir, Amy Salsgiver, Seren Topaloglu, Miray Eslek, Gabriel 

Meidinger, Ezgi Su Örün, Metehan Köktürk  

 

In the Orchestration class final project we created individual compositions using the members of 

the class as musicians and engineers. All of the pieces are somehow based on a text from 

Hitchhiker's Guide to the Galaxy. By placing ourselves together in this fictional sci-fi space, we 

were able to escape as a group from the confines of Zoom and our workspaces, free to explore the 



sonic possibilities of whichever world we chose. Consider each piece as its own world, a special 

corner of the universe (which in reality is, of course, true). Each member of the class acted as 

composer, performer, and sound engineer (or assistant), and chose their visual art. 

  

 

 

An Overview of the Current Applications of 3D Sound Design, an Outlook Regarding 

Potential Future Business and Research Areas 

Can Murtezaoğlu 

 

3D sound design is a branch of study that is made using different systems and has many 

applications today, its potential is very high and it is easier to realize today more than ever. More 

and more popular day by day in fields/industries such as; Film sound design, game sound design, 

3D music mixing, multimedia art installations and research in many different disciplines; use the 

information and techniques accumulated in this field of study. As a researcher, I find it useful to 

learn the details of concepts such as sound structure, human sensory mechanics and 

immersiveness, even though the branch I work on is binaural audio based on the realization and 

imitation of 3D sound with headphones. In this context; I think it is necessary to start understanding 

correctly in order to create effective individual knowledge in this field of study, which offers more 

employment and research opportunities every day. Since the subjects studied in this new field 

require such a wide spectrum of different equipment, technical skill and knowledge, working 

environments and collaborators, it will be a priority for those who want to prepare a research or 

create content in this field to grasp all of its applications. This presentation will focus on giving 

explanations and examples on both the current and the potential future applications of 3D sound 

in today’s globalizing world. 

 

 

Efficiency in Digital Instrument Mapping: Metaphors 

Onur Dağdeviren 

 

Even though instrument making has a long history, with digital ones come on to the scene, 

procedures of creating an instrument has changed. For creating digital instruments, an additional 

step of creating links between control mechanism (or interface) and sound source is needed, and 

this step is called “mapping”. My work aims to investigate metaphors effects on efficiency of 

mapping. To achieve this, three pairs of digital instruments -total of six- are designed with “Leap 

Motion” optic sensor. Each pair will have identical control interface and sound generation units 

but they will have different mappings. One of the pairs designed with “musical” metaphors, while 

other pair is not. Also designs are kept basic in all respects for better examination of different 

mapping styles. My first pair is focused on “Turntable Scratch”. So metaphorical gesture mapping 

resembles the turntable scratch action, but not completely copying all gestures of the technique. 



The other pair - control design- is not inspired by turntable scratching, but designed with a strategy 

to have acceptable performability. Sonic outcome of this design also may resemble the scratch 

sound. My second metaphor to be exampled is “Theremin” instrument, and third one is “Harp” 

instrument. The same procedure applied to the all three design focus. These basic digital 

instruments will be performed by subjects, and the test subjects will be surveyed about their 

experience. Survey will have questions about digital instruments expressivity, performability and 

excitement level (for performer). Then the results of the survey will be compared and analyzed to 

understand “metaphors” effect on mapping. For further research, audiences can be surveyed about 

performances with these pairs of instruments, to understand “metaphors” effect on the experience 

of audiences. 

 

 

Prediction of Semantic Audio Descriptors Wıih Spectral and User Parameters Using 

Neural Networks 

Yavuz Buruk 

 

Sound engineers and producers use a wide variety of timbral adjectives to describe sound with 

varying levels of agreement. It would be possible to provide perceptually meaningful abstractions 

if these adjectives could be modelled which would lead to a deeper understanding of musical 

timbre and systems that facilitate the process of audio manipulation. Sounds can be modelled with 

spectral parameters and user parameters using audio applications and plugins. The purpose of this 

approach is to allow a user to interact with the system in an intuitive way through both the reduction 

of the number of parameters and the elimination of technical knowledge required to creatively 

equalize the input audio. Clustering algorithms have been used to classify these parameters and 

the abstractions can be modelled using these parameters. In this project, Neural Networks are used 

to classify the semantic audio descriptors ‘Warm’ and ‘Bright’ using the SAFE database used by 

Stables et al. (2016). Supervised machine learning algorithms are run on Python where 70% of 

1477 samples are used for training and the remaining 30% are used for testing. Neural Networks 

have been trained by 2 different set of input parameters, which are 78 spectral parameters and 13 

parameters set by various users using a 5-band equalizer. The prediction performance results for 2 

classes is better than the results for 3 classes as expected. Semantic descriptors can be predicted 

with 92% accuracy in binary classification and 85% in multi-class classification. The best 

performance has been be reached by using both low dimensional User Parameters and high 

dimensional Spectral Parameters. The Neural Network model will help to reduce this high 

dimensionality to low dimensionality which can be expressed with descriptors which can be 

understand and expressed easily by non-professionals as well.  These low dimensional semantic 

descriptors can be used in plugins and audio application. 

 

 



The Roots of Russian Electronıc Music And Russian Soundart in The 1920’s 

Can Bora Genç 

 

 

Russian classical music has had a very important and influential place in music history. Studies of 

Russian music have always attracted attention with their unique approaches, highly creative and 

well-equipped composers and special social and political conditions. This situation is the same of 

the history electronic music. We see that Russian engineers and musicians have highly effective 

and groundbreaking works in the field of electronic music. It is quite interesting to examine how 

all these developments started and what steps were taken in the name of electronic music and 

sound arts in Russia, at a time when the whole world was changing in all directions.  

My aim in this presentation is to take viewers and listeners on a historical journey where we can 

learn about the origins of Russian electronic music. The journey will mainly focus on 1920’s. The 

subject of my presentation is to explain how the art and sound art movements formed in Europe 

had affected Russia during this period and how Russia and Russian artists interpreted and 

transformed them into artistic productions. Ideologies like projectionism, artists like Arseny 

Arsenov ( composer ) , Leon Theremin ( inventor ) , Solomon Nikritin ( painter ) , Evgeny Scholpo 

( inventor ) and their productions will be examined. 

 

 

The Role of Small Live Music Venues in the Music Industry: The Current Situation in 

Turkey 

Ceyda Atay 

 

Studies on music business are very recent in Turkey and the live music industry is a huge subject 

which is needed to concentrate on. I decided to do a research on small live music venues because 

except festivals and huge concert organizations, there is an ecosystem of local music which 

represents various subcultures, and the sustainability of this ecosystem is crucial for both culturally 

and economically. The Case of Covid-19 pandemic is a projector of the problems that already 

existed in the live music industry of Turkey. Especially small live music venues and people whose 

livelihoods are shaped by these businesses are in big trouble. In this research, my aim is to call 

attention to the role of live music venues and to understand the regulations and sanctions about 

running an independent live music venue in Turkey in order to propose solutions for the existing 

problems and keep the local business alive after the pandemic. I started to do expert interviews in 

order to understand the dynamics of the live music industry of Turkey and I made a survey on 

people's opinions about live music venues, the situation during the pandemic and the problems and 

future of the live music industry of Turkey. I also started field research on Ağaç Ev, which was 

opened two years ago replacing the rock music venue Shaft when it was closed after eighteen years 

bringing musicians and listeners together. From the results that I collected so far, it is observed 

that attention should be drawn to the potential of economic return of diversifying music production 



and consumption and live music venues have an important place for an alternative music scene. 

Also, people should unite and carry out lobbying activities for the sake of small live music venues 

and the local business. 

 

 

Istanbul's Underground Electronic Music Scene During the Covid-19 Pandemic 

Su Odabaş 

 

The Covid-19 pandemic which has gained its “global” status in 2020, changed drastically all 

aspects of our social lives, our musical practices are not exempt. “Musicking” with all its levels 

has been transposed to the digital or has been trying to. One can observe that the digitalization 

process affected various music scenes separately. In the scope of this research, the focus is 

Istanbul’s electronic music scene, particularly the underground scene which is based mainly on 

physical events in the pre-pandemic period. This research had formed on the question: How the 

interaction between local musicians of the underground/alternative electronic music scene and 

their audience have shaped in the pandemic conditions in İstanbul? Online fieldwork has been 

conducted for this research which is composed of six semi-directed interviews with local musicians 

(DJs and producers) who are members of Istanbul based music collectives between December 

2020 and January 2021, and observation of several pre-recorded event series of the Istanbul 

underground music scene. Since the 16 March 2020 until an unknown, most of the sociocultural 

gathering points along with the music venues has been temporarily closed in Turkey. With the loss 

of the audience and the loss of the physical scene, Istanbul’s underground electronic music scene’s 

collectives started to lose their visibility. Online and pre-recorded music events which have 

become the sine qua non of the pandemic period, have the vision to be accessible for a large number 

of people, nevertheless one needs to remark that for this access, there are technologic prerequisites 

such as sufficient infrastructure. For creating virtual music events, one needs to have more 

extensive infrastructure and equipment which Istanbul’s underground electronic music scene’s 

musicians had accession to these resources via music venues in the pre-pandemic period. A 

majority of Istanbul’s underground scene’s musicians and collectives did not have a remarkable 

investment in the virtual field, one can claim that with the sudden transportation of musical 

practices to the virtual, this scene has started to experience a “forced digitalization”.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Observation and Evaluation of High School Music Lessons Organized Online During the 

2020/2021 Pandemic Period 

Ebru Avcı 

 

I prepared this study in order to observe and evaluate online music lessons in high schools affiliated 

to the Ministry of National Education during the 2020-2021 pandemic period. Since I was also a 

high school music teacher, I wanted to find out how the teachers in my branch adapted their 

secondary education curriculum to their online music lessons, and what educational methods and 

techniques they used during teaching. For this reason, I wanted to witness the adaptability of the 

high school music lesson curriculum to online education, the difficulties faced by the teachers in 

terms of the curriculum and the solutions they found, as well as the physiological and 

psychological conditions of the practice lesson teachers in this process. I did this research in order 

to enable the audience to see the problems faced by music teachers in distance education and the 

teaching methods they produce. 

 

 

Live Enough?: Online Musicking and Digital Liveness During the Pandemic 

Gizem Nur Copçuoğlu 

 

Liveness is a contested term in performance studies. It takes on new meanings as technologies of 

mediation change. Technology now offers us mediatized forms of liveness that seek to strengthen 

intimacy, immediacy, interactivity and socializing without bringing the performers and audience 

physically together. During the Covid-19 pandemic which necessitated social distancing, digital 

liveness peaked and varied more than ever in almost all realms of musicking including performing, 

listening, teaching/learning music or talking about music. The foremost promise of digital liveness 

is temporal co-presence or immediacy. During the pandemic; however, people engaged in these 

digitally live forms of musicking have encountered problems when they want to/have to make 

music together or learn together because of the latency of livestreaming. The problems are not 

only about spatial and temporal co-presence though; it is also about affective aspects of 

performance. Although these problems are not new, it is the pandemic which revealed them in a 

more explicit and intense way, and led us to question the meaning of liveness once again. In this 

study, I argue that the concept of liveness should be revisited after the pandemic. Based on previous 

research about liveness, I will reflect on this concept from ontological, linguistic, and affective 

perspectives as a musician, listener, and a music student who experienced and continues to 

experience digital liveness, and who interviewed people that experienced it. I will make a discourse 

analysis of the interviews to discuss some questions such as the meaning of liveness for musicians, 

listeners, and music students, the necessary components of liveness for them, and whether the 

pandemic could change the meanings of liveness from now on. Calling for an affective turn in the 

discussion of liveness, this study concentrates not only on the affective experience of the audience, 

but also that of the performer. 

 



SONIC ECOLOGIES OF ISTANBUL: A PANDEMIC PRAXIOGRAPHY 

Ruşen Can Acet, Suna Başlantı, Robbie Beahrs, Salih Demirtaş, Görkem Özdemir, Amy 

Salsgiver, Sena Karahan, Onur Yıldız 

 

While practice-based research has had a growing influence in studies of sound and music 

performance, less attention has been paid to the cultivation of practices for researching multi-

sensory experience. In her seminal book The Body Multiple (2002), socio-material geographer 

Annemarie Mol coined the term praxiography as a research method that “stubbornly takes notice 

of the techniques that make things visible, audible, tangible, knowable” in our shared life worlds. 

During the COVID-19 pandemic this past semester (October 2020–January 2021), each of us in 

the Turn to Ecology class at MIAM conducted praxiographies in different parts of the Istanbul 

area. We investigated bodies as actants in social networks — birds, trees, streets, buildings, 

vehicles, traffic, poems, wood, fish skin, horsehair, shellac, weather, and the sea. We experimented 

with embodied practices and techniques of research that make certain relations knowable — 

listening, touching, walking, sitting, running, field recording, 3-D printing, writing, reciting, 

resounding, empathizing, and being together in public space. This multimodal panel is an attempt 

to share stories about what we learned while conducting our research projects in neighborhoods 

around Istanbul. It is also an attempt to map theoretical insights that emerged from readings and 

collective discussions in our class on urban geography, historical resonance, multispecies sociality, 

and political ecology in the city on the Bosphorus. 

 

I. SENSING 

Robbie introduces the concept of praxiography by regularly sitting on a bench in Nişantaşi Park, 

a place where humans, cats, and chickens socialize together during the pandemic lockdown. 

 

II. RUNNING 

Amy shows us how running is a way of knowing in Maçka Park, sharing sonic material from her 

experiences and building relationships through making compositions. 

 

III. HEARING-AS 

We board a ferry and head north to Yeniköy, where Suna shares her experiences hearing-as trees 

in order to understand how we connect across species through sound in a shared urban 

environment. 

 

IV. HISTORICAL RESONANCE 

Salih recounts his experiences with hearing historical resonance through playing back a 

performance of Greek poet Cavafy's autobiographical poem Nichori (1885) in today’s Yeniköy. 

 

 

 



V. ACOUSTIC PALIMPSEST 

Arriving in Eminönü, we listen, playback, and walk together with Sena on a particular route near 

Galata to show how sonic experiences of space can be created and manipulated through acoustic 

palimpsest. 

 

VI. BIRTHING VOICE 

Next we travel up the Haliç to Eyüp, where Ruşen tells us the story of how multiple species around 

the world came together to give birth to the voice of a musical instrument in his home atelier. 

 

VII. SONIC POLITICS 

Onur takes us to Sultanahmet, where he conducted fieldwork in and around Hagia Sophia in order 

to understand the negotiation of sound in public space and how the site’s historical trajectory might 

generate controversies about sonic politics. 

 

VIII. WITNESSING 

Finally, we take the ferry across the Bosphorus to Kadıköy, where Görkem shares his work 

participating in several Haydarpaşa protests, experiencing solidarity through hearing-as a member 

of society, and documenting the process with a text and an audiovisual work. 

 

 

SPATIO: An Electroacoustic Composition Model for Spatial Narration and Navigation 

Neval Tarım 

 

My research project is about developing a composition model that provides spatial narration and 

navigation. There is no doubt that electroacoustic music has potential for triggering the listener's 

mind to imagine spaces. During the listening episode, it is very significant to experience sound 

both as in an embodied form (like almost a physical plastic object), and also in a very abstract-

otherworldly narrator role. There are sound spaces in the listener's mind that change with the 

composition, while the listening space is a parameter for the experience. In other words, there is a 

tension between the physical and non-physical reality during this experience. So, as a sonic 

researcher who also was trained in architecture, I decided to develop tools and strategies for 

enhancing spatial narrative in electroacoustic music. Is it possible to build virtual architecture by 

sound? Is it possible to build a narrative sound space similar for each listener? How does the 

listening space affect it? To answer these questions, the system of interactions between sound, 

listening space and sound space will be developed into a scheme. This scheme will be helpful in 

detecting sonic/spatial tools and strategies that will bring a composition model. The methodology 

consists of two stages; first stage is with headphones (eyes closed-in a dark isolated room/eyes 

opened-various listening spaces) and second stage is with two loudspeakers (eyes closed-in a dark 

isolated room/eyes opened-various listening spaces). For each stage, I will ask the listeners several 

questions based on describing their sound-spaces. The visual chart outline will be given to them, 

to capture specific moments of spatial changes. And also, I will ask them to describe their virtual-



sonic environment by words. During the presentation, I will present my latest study called SPATIO 

including a graphical score. 

 

Spectral Analysis of ‘ Tabou’ By Michelle Bokanowski 

Can Bora Genç 

 

Traditionally, western music analysis uses tools such as getting data by pitch, rhythm in form of 

notes, to interrelate  relationships and structural associations to have harmonic, textural and formal 

information. For the analyst of electroacoustic music, however, these tools are not always usable 

or meaningful. The limitations of traditional notation with respect to new compositional 

procedures in electroacoustic music has been a source of concern since the beginning of twentieth 

century and still a problematic area in music theory studies. In recent years there has been an 

increase in the number of publications concerning the analysis of electroacoustic music. My 

presentation will try to focus on one of the analysis technique in that emerging area by 

concentrating on a specific composer and her composition.  

The content of my presentation will consist of a spectral analysis of ‘Tabou’ which is an 

electroacoustic piece composed by Michelle Bokanowski. My aim is to show and understand 

compositional processes of Bokanowski such as texture, timbre, form, motion and growth. These 

analyses will be made by the help computer programs like sonic visualizer and appropriate plug-

ins that can be used in DAW ( Logic ). All results and outputs will be shared visually and with 

sound during the presentation. I believe this work can give a new vision to musicians interested in 

or will be interested in electroacoustic music analysis, and allows us to meet and get to know a 

woman composer who is not well known and not given enough attention, pointing out a 

problematic area of composer studies and gender issues in music. 

 

Towards a Response-able and Intra-active Poietic Practice in search of Multivalent 

Musical Spaces 

Fulya Uçanok 

 

This project proposes an artistic research model that springs from a co-poietic socio-musical 

imagination. It investigates some perspectives in engaging with differences within the  concept of 

multivalence both within the poietic process and of the reading of the final musical work. The 

project sets up a musical situation through the suggested poietic model with the aim of extending 

the poietic imagination and consequently its’ practices and actions. In the model of a multivalent 

musical space, I aim to explore “in-co-habitation” (a term by Bracha Ettinger) and “co-creation” 

with other agents (including human, material and discourses) through an agentic assemblage (a 

Deleuzeguattarian term). Instead of placing the performer/composer’s practice at the center of 

research, the model widens the center to include other humans, non-humans and materials where 

they are not the object of study but the generator of knowledge itself. Investigating an in-co 

habitative musical space, potential vehicles for investigation are aural analysis, performance 



through defined relational models, and re-composing/re-evaluating the results according to the 

concepts and theories that are based mainly on post-humanist and new-materialist outlooks. The 

project is interested in articulating various positions of the poietic process within a coauthorative 

multivalent space where various agents are knotted together in an agentic assemblage. During the 

process, the research asks, what could be some ways for the “I” to understand and situate itself 

through various co-creative acts with other agents? What is the nature and problems of the 

listening, analyzing, performing and composing “I” in such a (probalistically —as there is a 

particular model—) multivalent musical space? And finally, how can one read/evaluate and 

present the resulting work that materializes undergoing such a process? 

 

Real-time Computer Music with Human Performers 

Serkan Sevilgen 

 

Computer music traditionally can output either a static score for acoustic instruments or electronic 

sound that can be fixed on tape or has to be performed live. In this paper, the author proposes a 

new method of making music live with computers and human performers. This research aims to 

close the gap between composition, performance, and improvisation. The computer program that 

was developed by the author in Python programming language, enables a practical way to create 

traditional sheet music on-the-fly. Composers can use their own tools and platforms like 

Supercollider, create algorithmic music representations and then send them to the computer 

program using OSC (Open Sound Communication) protocol. OSC protocol enables 

communication over a network to utilize telematic performances. The Remote OSC (another 

program developed by the author which was presented at MIAM Colloquium 2020 Spring) can be 

used to perform communication between the peers for remote applications. The computer program 

waits for incoming messages and renders them as a score in PDF file format using Lilypond as a 

backend. The computer program expects either Lilypond-compatible text string or structured data 

that can include in- formation about pitch, duration, register, dynamics, timbre, etc. Lilypond is a 

music engraving software which parses symbolic representations in plain-text files to produce 

print-quality scores. The performers open the PDF file on their computer screens and wait for the 

musical phrases to appear in real-time. The future implementations can be many-to-many 

collaborations (any number of composers and performers), real-time electroacoustic music 

(generating electronic part along with acoustic music), or enhancing live coding performances with 

acoustic instruments. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Modified Cars, Enhanced Audio Systems, and Masculinized Desire for Vibration 

Fulden Arısan  

 

In this presentation, I will talk about my ongoing research on the audible culture of car 

modification and the audio enhancement community in İstanbul. In the light of my preliminary 

ethnographic fieldwork done with car audio technicians and customers, I am interested in the ways 

in which members of the community build intimate relationships with their cars and experience 

them as acoustic and vibrational territories. I try to understand how sound and vibration is 

connected to pleasure and desire, and how this connection produces a sonic form of masculinity.      

 

 

 

Reflections of Music Censorship on Turkish Rap Musicians 

Duygu Mühürdar 

 

Over the years, government control on music, arts, and culture, in general, have drastically 

increased in Turkey. With the increasing popularity of rap music, the attention has been directed 

to rap musicians. This has also brought with it the discussions of explicit content, encouragement 

of drug use, incitement to violence, lawless action and such. Since the comeback of rap music from 

the underground with Ezhel’s album Müptezhel in 2015, rap has taken the throne from pop music 

as the sound of the mainstream. Rap songs are now played on terrestrial radios, used as soundtracks 

for popular movies, TV series, and commercials while rappers are featured on popular platforms. 

Regardless of the new wave of trap music and how it includes rather apolitical issues that are 

mostly about worldly pleasures, rap is still considered as protest music. And throughout history, it 

has always been restricted if not criminalized by governments that have autocratic tendencies, 

societies that lack legal certainty, and also by modern societies. This research aims to find how 

music censorship has a reflection on rap musicians and their art. It seeks to find if restrictions on 

this art form as well as the so-called “war on rap” direct musicians towards a more radical way 

and if it has an influence over the content of their work. The main focus will be on cultural policy 

effects on freedom of expression and music, how rap musicians are affected and influenced by 

censorship, and the way they respond to it.  

 

 

 

Recent Studies in Archaeoacustics: Ritual, Space and Sound in Ancient World 

Suna Başlantı 

 

This presentation outlines the recent studies in archaeoacoustics carried out in different parts of 

the world. Focusing on the role of sound in ancient societies by examining the acoustic properties 

of space and archaeological artifacts, archaeoacoustics has made it possible to widen our 



perspectives on the perception of the past as an interdisciplinary field. The interest in 

understanding the purpose of prehistoric stone remains and mysterious caves has brought along 

the necessity to integrate a multisensory perspective into the artifacts. Apart from tangible 

evidence that allows us to gain insight into the life of prehistoric human beings, the integration of 

this perspective gave rise to the interpretation of intangible cultural signs that caused the 

association of some belief practices with space and sound. In this sense, this presentation 

approaches the results of these studies as an assumption and highlights the importance of 

considering the meaning of music and ritual, the usage of sound and sound-producing tools from 

an ethnomusicological and anthropological perspective for prehistoric societies. Although there 

are some conducted studies in Turkey, considering the expandability of their scopes and the 

richness of ancient sites in Turkey, this region offers remarkable opportunities for researchers. 

From this point of view, this presentation aims to encourage a possible collaborative project that 

will bring together interested researchers who want to work with both sound and field in the light 

of archaeological and cultural findings 
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